APA Style Guide

This APA style guide is intended to be a quick reference to the most common types of citations used in research papers. You will find reference list citations first, and then there is a section on parenthetical references (in-text citations). If an example of a citation is not given, please consult the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 5th ed., 2001. A copy of the handbook is available behind the Access Services Desk. If you have any questions, contact your instructor or one of the Reference Librarians.

Reference List

**Book: Single Author**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 248

**Book: Multiple Authors**


**NOTE:** For up to six authors, follow the format above. For more than six authors, you will list the first six names with a comma after the last one, and then put “et al.” (see the examples for Journal Articles)

APA Handbook Page(s): p. 248

**Book: Group Author**


APA Handbook Page(s): pp. 248-249
Reference List: Books

**Book: Edited**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 249

**Book: Anonymous**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 249

**Book: Revised Edition**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 249

**Book: Multivolume Edited Work**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 250

**Book: Encyclopedia/Dictionary**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 250

**Book: Non-English**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 251

**Book: English Translation**


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 251
Reference List: Books

**Book:** Article/Chapter in an Edited Work, Two Editors


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 252

**Book:** Chapter in a Volume in a Series


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 253

**Book:** Non-English Article/Chapter in an Edited Work, Translated Title


APA Handbook Page(s): pp. 253-254

**Book:** Encyclopedia Entry


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 254

**Book:** English Translation of an Article/Chapter in an Edited Work


(Original work published 1923)

APA Handbook Page(s): pp. 254-255


APA Handbook Page(s): **pp. 256-257**

**Report: National Technical Information Service (NTIS)**


APA Handbook Page(s): **p. 257**

**Report: Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)**


APA Handbook Page(s): **p. 257**

**Report: Government Report, Non-GPO**


APA Handbook Page(s): **p. 257**

**Report: University**


APA Handbook Page(s): **p. 258**

**Report: Private Organization**


APA Handbook Page(s): **p. 259**

APA Handbook Page(s): p. 259
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APA Handbook Page(s): pp. 260-261
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicals: Journal Article, Single Author, Continuous Pagination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APA Handbook Page(s): p. 240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicals: Journal Article, Two Authors, Paginated by Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APA Handbook Page(s): p. 240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicals: Journal Article, Three to Six Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APA Handbook Page(s): p. 240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicals: Journal Article, More than Six Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APA Handbook Page(s): pp. 240-241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicals: Journal Article in a Supplement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APA Handbook Page(s): p. 246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicals: Journal Article, Annual Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APA Handbook Page(s): p. 246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APA Handbook Page(s): p. 246


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 255


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 241


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 243


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 242
Audiovisual Media: Motion Picture/Videotape


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 266

Audiovisual Media: Television Broadcast


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 267

Audiovisual Media: Music Recording


APA Handbook Page(s): pp. 267-268

Audiovisual Media: Audio Recording


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 266

Electronic Media: Online Journal Article (based on print source)


APA Handbook Page(s): pp. 271-272

Electronic Media: Online Journal Article (Internet only)


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 272
### Electronic Media: Internet Document, No Date


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 273

### Electronic Media: Internet Document, No Author, No Date


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 274

### Electronic Media: Report from a Private Organization Web Site


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 275

### Electronic Media: Symposium Paper Abstract from a University Web Site


APA Handbook Page(s): p. 276

### Electronic Media: Email (Personal Communication)

CITE PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS IN TEXT ONLY – NOT IN REFERENCE LIST

In-text example: (V. G. Nguyen, personal communication, September 28, 1998)

APA Handbook Page(s): p. 214
### Electronic Media: Newsgroup Message


APA Handbook Page(s): **p. 277**

### Electronic Media: Database Journal Article


APA Handbook Page(s): **p. 279**
Parenthetical Citations

1. A typical citation of an entire work consists of the author's name and the year of publication.

   **Example:**

   Charlotte and Emily Bronte were polar opposites, not only in their personalities but in their sources of inspiration for writing (Taylor, 1990).

   **NOTE:** Use the last name only in both first and subsequent citations, except when there is more than one author with the same last name. In that case, use the last name and the first initial.

2. If the author is named in the text, only the year is cited.

   **Example:**

   According to Irene Taylor (1990), the personalities of Charlotte…

3. If both the name of the author and the date are used in the text, parenthetical reference is not necessary.

   **Example:**

   In a 1989 article, Gould explains Darwin's most successful…

4. Specific citations of pages or chapters follow the year.

   **Example:**

   Emily Bronte "expressed increasing hostility for the world of human relationships, whether sexual or social" (Taylor, 1988, p. 11).

5. When the reference is to a work by two authors, cite both names each time the reference appears.

   **Example:**

   Sexual-selection theory often has been used to explore patterns of various insect mating (Alcock & Thornhill, 1983)…Alcock and Thornhill (1983) also demonstrate…

6. When the reference is to a work by three to five authors, cite all the authors the first time the reference appears. In a subsequent reference, use the first author’s last name followed by et al. (meaning "and others").

   **Example (subsequent reference):**

   Patterns of Byzantine intrigue have long plagued the internal politics of community college administration in Texas (Douglas et al., 1997)

   **NOTE:** When the reference is to a work by six or more authors, use only the first author's name followed et al. in the first and all subsequent reference. The only exceptions to this rule are when some confusion might result because of similar names or the same author being cited. In that case, cite enough authors so that the distinction is clear.
Parenthetical Citations

7. When the reference is to a work by a corporate author, use the name of the organization as the author.

Example:

Retired officers retain access to all of the university's educational and recreational facilities (Columbia University, 1987, p. 54).

8. Personal letters, telephone calls, and other material that cannot be retrieved are not listed in References but are cited in the text.

Example:

Jesse Moore (telephone conversation, April 17, 1989) confirmed that the ideas…

9. Parenthetical references may mention more than one work, particularly when ideas have been summarized after drawing from several sources. Multiple citations should be arranged as follows.

Examples:

List two or more works by the same author in order of the date of publication:

(Gould, 1987, 1989)

Differentiate works by the same author and with the same publication date by adding an identifying letter to each date:

(Bloom, 1987a, 1987b)

List works by different authors in alphabetical order by last name, and use semicolons to separate the references:

(Gould, 1989; Smith, 1983; Tutwiler, 1989).

This guide has been adapted from the following resources:

- Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 5th Ed.
  Arthur C. Banks Library at Capital Community College
  Updated June 2004
  URL: http://webster.commnet.edu/apa/parenthetical.htm